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ABSTRACT
In lhis pape'pec we present a fasr algorithm for aufomatically
generaring a 3 0 model of a human face and syr~thrsizingafl
fecrs on i f . This work is a srep rowards low bandwidrh virtual Tele-presence using avatars. The idea is to generate a 3D
model of a person's face and animate differenr emotions on
rhe face at a remore observer's end, rhus eliminaling the need
fo send raw video. This research is parr of a larger pmjecr,
which deals wirh developnienr of novel sensoy syslems and iiirerfaces ro enhance safety of a driver: The proposed algorirhnr
uses a srereo pair of images of a driver's face m d creares a
30 mesh model by deforming and rexlure mapping a predefined 30 mesh.

1. INTRODUCTION

This research was motivated by the need to convey a vehicle
driver's state to a remote observer. The bigger project [I], of
which this research is a part. consists of a system for driver affect recognition and display at remote observers end, on a hand
held device, like a cell phone. The display could be at various
levels of details:l) A two bit emoticon display 2) an avatar display 3) B raw video display. Bandwidth is a major bottleneck
in sending raw video. On the other hand emoticons look unrealistic. Avatars are able to represent different emotions while
using extremely low bandwidth. The avatar in our implementation consists of 185 points and one texture, which are sent to
the remote observer only once. Facial affects (emotions) can
be reconstructed at the remote observer's end. The algorithm is
motivated by 121. but we have made several variations to make
it fast and more applicable for use in an intelligent car. The algorithm uses two views of a person's face acquired using one
of the methods described later.

2. FACE MODELING

Fig. 1. Sample input images.
example, we have parameters to change the shape of nose. size
of forehead. position of eyebrows etc. Greater number of parameters ensures better reconstmction, but at the same time
requires more computation time. The number of parameters
was delibrately kept low to make the algorithm fast.

2.1. Camera calibration and image acquisition
The two input images can be acquired using a stereo rig. Alternatively a single camera can be moved perpendicular to its
optical axis so that corresponding points are on the same scanline. A third alternative is to take two imagcs using a stationary
single camera, while the person moves hidher head. This is
a more general case. because the parallel axis geometry is not
maintained, and we need to go through an additional step of estimating the fundamental matrix relating the two views.Thc intemal parameters of the camera(s1 are found using MATLAB's
"Camera Calibration Toolbox" due to Jean-Yves Bouguet

2.2. Face segmentation using skin tone
To segment out the face from the images. we use a skin tone
based approach as suggested in [3]. Their empirical findings
show that the variation in skin tone is much less in color than
in intensity. Let.

In this section, we describe our method for generating a 3D
model of a person's face, using a pair of face images. in details.
A human face lacks texture, and hence it is almost impossible
to acquire 3D data of the face using dense correspondence.
Hence, we use sparse stereo to reliably recover the depth of
a few comer points (point features). These points are used to
change the parameters of a predefined face model. Each parameter deforms the predefined mesh in a specific way. For
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r = R/(R

+G + B)

g = G/(H+G +

B)

(1)

(21

where, R. G, and B, are the red. green and blue components
of color. The skin tones are represented by bivariate gaussian
distributions in the chromatic color space represented by (1.g).
A face color distribution can be represented by a Gaussian
model N(mlI?) where. m = (T:g) and
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Fig. 2. The left image shows the skin-mask and the right image
shows the hounding hm ohlained using the skin-mask.
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Fig. 3. The star1 of the arrows represent the position of the corners in the image and the end of the arrows show the position of
the same corner in the other image. The arrows look parallel indicating g w d matches.

(4)

Using a threshold on the probability, we can separate the images into skin and non-skin regions. We call the binary image
thus formed the "skin-mask. The biggest connected blob in
the skin-mask is the face. Smaller connected components are
obviously noise, and can be removed by first adding the mask
values along the rows and then along the columns followed by
a threshold. Thus, we get a bounding box in which the face
lies. Refer to fig. 2 for results.

Comer Ii matches comer J; if P ( i , j ) is maximum in
its row as well as its column.
We do not describe the relaxation based method proposed by
Zhang [6]because of space constraints. A brief description of
our version of the algorithm is given below:
1. Select candidate matches: For each comer in one image, select a set of candidate matches in the other image, based on the normalized cross correlation between
a WxW image patches centered at the two points.

23. C o m e r detection and matching
Comer detection and matching is the most crucial and error
prone step of the algorithm. We use Hamis comer detection
algorithm [4] to detect comers in the two images.
We detect and match the comers only in regions which
are white pixels in the skin-mask image. We use two comer
matching algorithms to match comers. The first algorithm is
based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) due to Pilu
[ 5 ] and the second one is a variation of the comer detection
by Zhang et al [6] based on relaxation. The result of comer
matching is shown in fig. 3.
The SVD based method builds on Scott and bnguet-Higgins
algorithm. The proximiry marrix is changed to take into account the similarity between images patches around the corners. Let I and J he two images with comer points l,(i =
l...m) and Jj(j = l...n). The SVD based algorithm is described below:
1. Calculate the proximiry marrir G:

where,

111, - J J =The euclidiandistance belween the comers.
C,, = Nomaltzed cross-correlation between the
WxW patches around the two comers.
U* = Variance.

2. Calculate strength of candidate matches: Calculate
the strength of matches based on the premise that if
(I,, J;)is a good match, then, in a small neighborhood
N of I,. there would be other good matches ( I r , JI),
such that, II, would be transformed to JI in a similar
way as It is transformed to J,.
3. Disambiguate matches: We use the "winner-take-all"
strategy to disambiguate matches instead of a more elegant technique proposed by Zhang [6]to make the algorithm fast. (Ii,5;) is considered to he a valid match
if among all candidate matches of I C ,it has the greatest
strength with 5, and vice-versa.
2.4. Extraction of depth information
If parallel axis geometry is used, then the extraction of depth is
simple. Let ( X I y)
, be the position of a comer in the first image
and ( x . , y) be the position of the corresponding comer in the
second image. Let f be the focal length(s) of the camera(s)
and B he the baseline. Then, the depth of the point in 3D
corresponding to the comer is given by:

T ~ ,=

However, if we do not use parallel axis geometry, we need to
estimate the depth using epipolar geometry. The fundamental matrix relating the two views is calculated using the eightpoint algorithm [7]. The estimated fundamental matrix is used
to recover the rotation ( R )and translation ( T )relating the two
camera positions. Once R and T are calculated, the depths can
be recovered using the following equations:

2. Perform the SVD of G:
G = TDUT
3. Convert D to anew matrix E by converting all diagonal
elements of D to I . Calculate a new matrix P such that:

Z, = RF(pr - F )

(6)
(7)

P =T E U ~
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and

f,.are the focal lengths of the left and right cameras.

( z l , y t , 1) is the homogeneous coordinate of a comer in the

left image.
Fig. 4. The left image shows Ihe predefined mesh and the right

2.5. Coordinate transformation

image shows the deformed mesh.

We a s dealing with two cobrdinate systems: I) the coordinate system in which the predefined mesh resides and 2) the
coordinate system in which the reconstructed comers reside.
The number of reconstructed comers is in the order of 400500 points and the number of points on the predefined mesh
is 184. The idea is to select 185 points out of the 400-500
comer points which closely match the 185 points of the predefined mesh. However, in order to be able to define closeness
of points in one mesh to points in another mesh, they must be
in the same coordinate system. We use the algorithm given in
[8]to find the rotation(R), translation ( T )and scale(s) relating the coordinate systems. Five corresponding points on the
face are hand-clicked in the two images and the depths of the
five points are recovered using the calibration information of
the cameras. The five points are: the two ends of the lips, the
tip of the nose, and the inner ends of the eye. The coordinates
of these five points in the predefined mesh are known. Hence,
we can recover the rotation (R),translation ( T ) ,and scale (s)
relating the two coordinate systems. The scale recovered using
this method is not reliable. Using the R a n d T values, the coordinates of the predefined mesh are projected onto the image
plane of the left camera. The amount of scaling required for
the projected mesh to touch the bounding box containing the
segmented face gives us the scale (s)

where.
ai=degree of deformation of the ithparameter.
di = maximum deformation of the i t h parameter.
Hence, the cost function that we need to minimize is given by:

"

c*

C = IlfimemeJh
- Nmeshl12 =

(9)

i=,

Cost function C can be broken down into smaller independent
cost functions Ci's, each of which is much easier to solve. We
could do this because the parameters are independent of each
other. For example, the size of the nose can be thought to be
independent of the shape of the forehead. This also reduces the
complexity of the problem. We use least squares to solve for
a,s which reduce the cost functions GIs. In the actual implementation. we use the following formulation for least squares.
All a s are estimated separately, independent of each other.
Let,

.Leah =Set of all points in jvmesh, which are affected by the
deformation di.
pmesh = Set of all p i n t s in P m e m h , which are to be deformed
by the deformation d,.

2.6. Solving 3D correspondence
The R, T and s values calculated above are used to transform
the 3D coordinates of the comers 10 the coordinates of the predefined mesh. We call this set of transformed comer points P .
The predefined mesh is made of 185 points. We call this set of
points Pmlrh.For each point in Pmesh.we find a point in P,
which corresponds most closely with it, using Hungarian linear partitioning algorithm. We call this set of points N m e r h .
N m I r h is a mesh that is obtained using actual data and Pmssh
is the predefined mesh. The next step is to change the parameso that it matches N m r r h .
ters of

For example, if di is the maximum deformation of the nose a
human being can have( Note that all d.s are empirically predefined values). Then,
is the set of all points in N m e r h
which are pan of the nose andpLenhis the set of all points in
Pmeshwhich are part of the nose. Then we can rewrite equation (8) as:
n L h
=) &,,h

= p L h +aids
- pmesh = aidi

This becomes a simple least squares problem to solve. Any estimate of a, > 1 is clamped to 1 and any estimate of a, < - 1
is clamped to -1. An example of mesh deformation is shown
in fig. 4.

2.7. Parameter Estimation

2.8. Texture mapping

The predefined mesh can be deformed by changing a few parameters of t',,,,,,,. Each parameter defines a particular attribute of the face; like the shape and size of the nose, placement of the eyebrows. size of forehead etc. Each parameter has
an upper bound and a lower bound. The cpnstraint ensures that
we do not overfit the noisy Nmesh.Let, Nmerhis the estimate
of N , , , d , by deformation of Pmd,. Therefore.

We use a single image to texture map the deformed mesh Nmlmaab
N m e s h is projected onto the left image and the texture enclosed within a triangle formed by the vertices of the prgected
mesh is mapped onto the corresponding 3D triangle in N m e s h .
The simple texture mapping technique described above results
is very realistic 3D models. View dependent texture maps can
be generated using many texture images of the persons face
[ 2 ] [ 9 ] .However. we feel that our simple method is computationally less expensive and the compromise in quality is not
very discernible.

liir,r?.yh=

+

Pnlrrh

n,di
,=I

-15n

5

1

(8)
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Fig. S. The lefl image shows the deformed mesh and the right
image shows the dense mesh obtained using splines.

Fig. 5. The left image shows the back projeclion used for texture
mapping, and the right image shows the 3D model of the face.

Fig. 6. Results shown people with different race, gender and head
shapes.

3. AFFECT SYNTHESIS
Emotions can be synthesized by a non-linear transformation of
the vertices of the mesh. In our implementation, we first generated six meshes corresponding to the six emotional states,
by manually moving the vertices of tbe predefined mesh. We
calculate the percentage deformation of each vertex ofthe predefined mesh required to generate a particular emotion. The
same emotion can be generated on the new mesh by moving
each vertex of the mesh so as to bring about the same percentage deformation. Intermediate emotions can be generated by
interpolating the coordinates of each vertex between two emotional states.

3.1. Smoothing using splines
In both face modeling and animation we are deforming a smooth
mesh. The resulting deformation may sometimes result in a
faceted appearance which can l w k quiet unrealistic. To overcome this problem, we use splines to smoothen the deformed
mesh. In our implementation, we are using the in-built spline
based smoothing in the VRML browser called "Conona" by
Parallel Graphics. The results are shown in fig. 7. There is
a noticable improvement at the nose, the cheekbones and the
region between the eyebrows.

Fig. 9. Results ofaffecl synlhesis are shown in the left image. The
emotions shown are "Neutral", "Happy" , "Sad", "Fear", "Disgusl'' and "Anger". Results of generation of intermediate emolions using inlerpolation are shown in the righl image.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a very fast and efficient algorithm for automatic 3D face modeling and animation. Our
main goals were to achieve high speed, realistic 3D modeling of faces and extremely compact representation of various
emotional states using the 3D face model. We have tried the
face-modeling algorithm on people of different gender, race,
color and face shapes with reasonable success.
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